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Necessary and sufficient conditions for weak convergence and strong (functional) 
limit theorems for the negative parts of weighted multivariate empirical processes 
are obtained. These results are considerably dilferent from those for the positive 
parts (or absolute values) of these processes. Moreover, a short proof of Kiefer’s 
(1961, Pacific J. Math. 11, 649-660) exponential inequality for the Kolmogorov- 
Smirnov statistic of the multivariate empirical process is presented. Also an 
application of one of the main results to strong limit theorems for the ratio of the 
true to the empirical distribution function is included. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
Let X,, X2, . . . . be a sequence of independent uniform Z“ (I= [0, l]), 
de N, random vectors and for each n E N let 
Fn(t)=n-’ f  f-l l,o,t,,(X,), 
t  E z”, 
(1.1) 
i=lj=l 
denote the empirical distribution function (df) based on the first n of these 
random vectors. (Here X, is the jth component of Xi and tj the jth 
component of f.) Writing 1 t 1 = I$‘= r rj, the multivariate uniform empirical 
process is defined by 
u,(t) = ~1’2vw) - I t I ), t E Id. (1.2) 
Finally, let us as usual denote the positive and negative parts of a function 
fbyf+ andf-. 
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Much attention has been paid in the literature, especially in the last 
decade, to the behaviour of the process U,,. The majority of the published 
results for II, remains true, mutatis mutandis, when U,, is replaced by UT. 
In many cases, large parts of the proofs are actually based on properties of 
U,+. Due to the asymmetry of the binomial distribution the situation is 
completely different for U; , in particular, when the processes are weighted, 
i.e., divided by a weight function. 
Recently some interesting results are obtained, based on properties of 
U;. E.g., the almost, sure behaviour of certain maximal multivariate 
spacings has been derived from the corresponding behaviour of U; . Refer 
to Deheuvels et al. (1988) for a detailed study of general maximal (and 
minimal) spacings based on this technique. Cf. also Mason (1984) for a 
related application concerning the oscillation modulus of the uniform 
quantile process. Also nice results for empirical dfs of U-statistic structure 
can be obtained from a probability inequality for U; . For details we refer 
to Helmers and Ruymgaart (1988). 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the limiting behaviour of 
weighted versions of U; for an arbitrary finite dimension d. Surprisingly, 
we will see that U; behaves much “better” than U,+ or U,,. The main 
results, including some more notation, are collected in the remainder of this 
section. In section 2 a short proof of Kiefer’s (1961) famous exponential 
inequality for the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic of the multivariate 
empirical process is presented. Also in that section one of the main results 
is applied to obtain strong limit theorems for the ratio of the true df to the 
empirical dJ: All the proofs are deferred to Section 3. 
In order to define what we mean by weighted U; processes, we require 
the class 
J! * = ( q : [ 0, 1 ] -+ [ 0, co ) : q continuous and non-decreasing, 
q>Oon(O, l]}. (1.3) 
Now for q E LP’ the weighted version of U; is defined by 
U,(tMl tl), t E Id. (1.4) 
(Throughout, we adopt the convention that O/O = 0, a/O = co for CJ > 0, and 
g/O= - 03, for d < 0.) There is no reason to weight the process also for 
large values of 1 t 1, i.e., divide by q( 1 - 1 t I), because U; of a large indexing 
set is equal to U,+ of its complement, since U,,( (1, 1, . . . . 1)) =O. (The 
vector with components tj, 1 <j< d, is denoted by (tl, t,, . . . . td).) 
Our first result provides necessary and sufficient conditions on the 
weight function q E LZ* for weak convergence of Vi/q to U-/q, where U is 
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the d-variate Brownian bridge, that is, U is a continuous Gaussian process 
on Zd with 
EU( t) = 0, t E Z”, and E(U(s)U(t))=JsA tl--Jsl(tl,s,tEzd, 
where s A t = (si A t,, . . . . sd A td). To avoid some nonessential problems 
(inter alia measurability problems) we actually consider the convergence in 
probability to zero of the suprema of the weighted differences of zT,- and 
o-, where D,, and 0 are obtained from the so-called Skorohod construc- 
tion. Since this construction is well known we only mention that on some 
probability space 
SUP I~"(+ Qtlly+ 0 as n-rco, (1.5) 
I E Id 
where the E?~ are equal in law to ZJ, and 0 is equal in law to U. The 
subclasses of %* that will appear in our theorem are 
for all 1> 0 , kEf$,. (1.6) 
THEOREM 1.1 Let de N and qc9*. Then 
suPl~~(t)-O-(t)l/4(ltl)~O as n-roe, (1.7) 
IEP 
if and only if q E i?(d - 1). 
Open Question. Is 9(d- 1) equal to 9(O) for da 2? 
Our next result is a functional law of the iterated logarithm for U,-/q. 
We shall write throughout this paper I, =log log(n v 3). Also, let a(Zd) 
denote the space of bounded real-valued functions defined on Zd with the 
supremum norm and S(Zd) be the set of functions f~93(Z“) with 
f( ( 1, 1, ‘se, 1)) = 0, such that there exists p: Zd + 88 for which 
where I u!s ( denotes integration with respect to Lebesgue measure. 
THEOREM 1.2 Let dE N, qcS*, and assume 
l$P/q(a)=p~[O, 001. (1.8) 
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Then 
lim sup sup U;(t) 
‘.,~4(14)(2L)“* 
=p(d+ 1)“2 v sup (41 -a))“* a.s. (1 9) 
R-+cc 0<0<1/2 da) 
Moreover, when p = 0, then the sequence 
{ 
u, OD 
1 4(l*1)(2w2 n=l 
(1.10) 
is almost surely relatively compact in &I(Id) with set of limit points equal to 
{S-/d/W’-~~Vd)l~ Wh ereas, if p > 0, the sequence in (1.10) fails to be 
relatively compact in W(Zd) almost surely. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let d E N. Then 
limsupsup U;(t)/(l, Itl)““=(2(d+ 1))1’2 a.s. (1.11) 
n-m ter’ 
The last theorem of this section describes the almost sure behaviour of 
U;/q for a certain subclass of functions q E d* for which the limit in (1.8) is 
equal to infinity. For a > 1 define 8; to be the solution in (0, 1) to the 
equation J?(log /I - 1) + 1 = l/a and for 0 < a < 1 define jI; = 0. Refer to 
Kiefer (1972, p. 232) for some properties of 8;. 
THEOREM 1.3. Let dEN andO<v<$ Then 
a.s. (1.12) 
For v = 0 this theorem is trivial, since maxcad c”( 1 - /?zd) = 1. 
Discussion. The second part of Theorem 1.2 when d= 1 can be found in 
Shorack and Wellner (1986, p. 518); there however, an extra monotonicity 
condition on q is required. Corollary 1.1 is the multivariate version of 
Theorem 3.4 in Csaki (1977). Comparing the theorems in this section with 
the well-known, corresponding theorems for U,, or the absolute value of 
U,() U, I), we see that U; can be weighted by heavier functions than U, or 
) U,) before it “blows up.” A thorough description of the almost sure 
behaviour of the negative part version of the oscillation modulus of 
multivariate empirical processes is given in Einmahl and Ruymgaart 
(1987a, Theorem 3.2) and is therefore omitted here. For a survey of one- 
dimensional results related to those in this section and for references consult 
Shorack and Wellner (1986). 
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2. FURTHER RESULTS 
Our first result is a short proof of the Kiefer (1961) inequality. Let 
y,, y2, ..‘, Y, be i.i.d. random vectors taking values in W”, de f+J. Denote 
their common but arbitrary distribution function by F and write 
U;(r) =n”*(F,(t) - F(r)), tER4 (2.1) 
where F, is the empirical distribution function of these random vectors. 
THEOREM 2.1 (Kiefer, 1961). Let d E N. For all 0 < E < 1 we haue 
p (SUP I T(l)1 2 A) ,< C exp( -2( 1 - a) A*), 
/sw’ 
12 0, (2.2) 
where C < 00 does not depend on F, n nor 1, but only on d and E. 
Next, two applications of Theorem 1.3 are presented. In order to 
state these theorems we return to the notation and setup of Section 1. 
Let (an};=i be a sequence of constants (O<a,,<t), such that 
na,/l,+cE[O,co] asn+co. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let dE N, CE (0, co), and (an};=, as above. Then 
lim sup sup 1 t I/f’,,(r) = l/&d as. 
“-.CC O”~lfl61 
Moreover, if c = 0, then l/p,~~ has to be replaced by mo; if c = 00, then 1/field 
has to be replaced by 1. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let dG FU. Then 
lim sup sup 1 t J/(F,(t) l,,) = d a.s. (2.4) 
“-tUZ f:F”(r)>O 
Discussion. It should be noted that Theorem 2.1 is very useful in prov- 
ing a law of the iterated logarithm for U,F. Theorem 2.2 is the multivariate 
version of Theorem l(ii), Theorem 2(ii), and Theorem 3(ii) in Wellner 
(1978). There, however, some needless extra assumptions are made, cf. 
among other things his Remark 5. Theorem 2.3 when d = 1 is Lemma 4 in 
James (1971). Note that in the one-dimensional case an upper and lower 
class characterization for 
sup I t l/F,(t) 
r:F”(r)>O 
is given in Shorack and Wellner (1978, Theorem 3). For the results for 
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F,(t)/1 t ( corresponding to Theorems 2.2 and 2.3, other related results and 
references the reader is referred to Einmahl (1987b, Chap. 4). 
3. PROOFS 
Before we begin the proof of Theorem 1.1 we state two inequalities and a 
fact. Let tj: [ - 1, 00) -+ (0, co) be defined by 
lj(n)=21-2{(1+~)log(l++~},IE(-1,O)u(O,oo); 
W)= 1; l/5(-1)=2. 
(3.1) 
INEQUALITY 3.1. Let t E Id with 0 < ) t I < $. Then for any E E (0, 1 ), 
P (sup - U,(s) 2 A) 
SG, 
<Cexp 
-(l-&)/V 
2 Itl 
#( -;;,2;;;“)), O<JI<~“~ ltl, (3.2) 
where C-c co only depends on d and E. 
For a proof of an even more general version of this inequality we refer to 
Einmahl (1987b, Chap. 2). 
INEQUALITY 3.2. Let q E A!*. Then we haue for any E E (0, 1) and 0 < a < 
P<;(l-E), 
I 
B 
<c h3w~))d- l exp i 
- (1 -&I h2(@ 
2a ) 
do 9 
(1 -&)a 0 A20, (3.3) 
where C-c CQ only depends on d and E. 
Using Inequality 3.1, the proof of Inequality 3.2 is very much the same as 
that of Inequality 2.6 in Einmahl (1987b) and hence will be omitted. Only a 
slight modification in that proof has to be made since our present weight 
functions are somewhat more general, cf. also Shorack and Wellner (1986, 
pp. 446-449). 
FACT 3.1 (Kalinauskaite (1979)). Let de N and q E A!*. Then 
lim sup 1 U(t)l/q((t()=O as. 
610 Ill46 
(3.4) 
if and only if q E .!I(d - 1). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. (t) Suppose that qd!(d- 1). For any 
0<6<$ we have 
SUPI~,(~)-~-(~)l/q(ltl)~ i Y&, reld k=l (3.5) 
where the random variables Ynk are given by 
Y,,=sup I D,(t)- o-(t)l/q(d). 
taId 
It suffices to show that for any E >O and each k~ { 1,2,3,4} there exist 
6 =8(s) and N= N(E) such that 
P(Y,,a&)<& for n> N. (3.6) 
Since qEd(d-- 1) implies q(a)/a”* + cc as c JO (cf. Shorack and Wellner, 
1986, p. 462), we have for large n 
Ynl<n”* sup It/“* sup Itl”*/q(Ifl)<E, 
IfI <n-l III CC’ 
which establishes (3.6) for k = 1. 
Inequality 3.2 (choose the E there equal to 4) yields for every E > 0 and 
small enough 6: 
P(Y,,>E)<C 5 6 (log( l/a))d- l 0 CT exp (-‘y(‘)) &GE. 
Hence we have (3.6) for k = 2. For k = 3, (3.6) is immediate from Fact 3.1, 
for k=4 from (1.5). 
( Z= ) Assume (1.7). It is obvious that for any 0 <E < 1, 
sup I WG- mu ~ 
sup 
u-(1)--n”* (tl 
IEId dltl) o<lllG&*n-’ dltl) 
2 sup 
8- (1) - & 1 t 1 l’* 
o< 1114&+-’ dltl) . 
(3.7) 
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Now for any 6 > 0 it follows from our assumption and (3.7) that for n large 
enough 
~(~-(~)~E(q(lto+It11’2) forall twithO~~rtI&2n-1)~1-6. 
(3.8) 
But this implies that for any E>O (cf. Shorack and Wellner, 1986, p. 464), 
P (lim sup sup ~-~~~l~4~Ito+l~l”2~~E)=l, 
cl0 OdltlCU 
and hence, because of symmetry of 0, 
P(limsup sup IZT(t)l/(q(1tl)+ltl”2)~~)=1. 
010 O<lrlGo 
Since E is arbitrary, Fact 3.1 yields 
I 1 (log( l/a))- l ew -4da) + fJ1’2)2 du < co for all I > 0. 0 u ( u 1 (3.9) 
Note that (3.9) implies q(cr)/a”2 + cc as c JO. Combining this again with 
(3.9) we see that for arbitrary p > 0 and some small 6 (see again Shorack 
and Wellner, 1986, p. 464), 
I 6 (log( l/a))d- l 0 u exp (-‘f(O)) do 
= du 
< 
. dcr<oo. 
This completes the proof. 1 
The proofs of Theorem 1.2 and Corollary 1.1 are given in an unusual 
order. First we give a proof of Corollary 1.1, then we use this “corollary” to 
prove Theorem 1.2. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. We first prove that (2(d+ 1))li2 is almost surely 
an upper bound for the lim sup in (1.11). Observe that 
sup U;(t)/(l, (lI)“*< sup n112 Itl/(l, Irl)1’2=1;1/2. 
O<(tlGH-’ OGlfl<K’ 
Hence 
lim sup U;( t)/(f, I t 1)“’ = 0 a.s. 
n-co OGlrlCn-’ 
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From Kiefer’s (1961) law of the iterated logarithm for U, it is also 
immediate that 
lim sup sup U;(t)/(f, (t()“2<2”2 a.s. 
n-m 1/4dIfI<l 
Therefore as far as the upper bound is concerned it remains to show that 
lim sup SUP u,-(t)/(f, I t()1’2 < (2(d+ 1))“’ a.s. (3.10) 
“-IX n-‘<l1/<1/4 
We will give a short proof of (3.10). The standard maximal inequalities for 
( U,, I (see, e.g., Einmahl (1987b, Inequality 2.10)) carry over to U; . Hence, 
by the Borel-Cantelli lemma it sufhces to show that for small arbitrary 
E > 0, ZPDk c co, where 
D,= U;+,(t) 
n;;, :y:, l/4 lt1’/2 a 
(2(d+ 1) 1”,)“2 
and nk = [( 1 + ~/12)~], k E N. Using Inequality 3.2 yields 
I 
l/4 
PDk G 
(ww)d-l 
-I dfl.exp(--(l+s)(d+l)I,,), (‘--E)nn+1 cl 
which, for large k, is bounded from above by 
c’mg 4) 
-(I + cd+ I)&) 
3 (3.11) 
where C’ = C’(d, E) < co. The numbers in (3.11) are summable in k, hence 
the proof of the upper bound part is completed. 
The lower bound is easy. From well-known strong approximation results 
for the multivariate empirical process (see, e.g., Csiirgii & Revesz, 1975) it 
is immediate that we have almost surely for some 6 = 6(d) > 0, 
lim sup 
“+‘X “-6”yy < ’ u,- (t)l(L I t I Y2 < . 
= lim sup sup r~-“~K-(n, t)/(l, ) t 1)“’ 
“-02 C6<11ICl 
= lim sup sup r~-“~K+(n, t)/(l, ) t 1)“’ 
n+m n-6<1,1<1 
= lim sup sup U,‘(t)lU, Ifl)1’29 
n-cc n-d<lrf<l 
where K(n, t) is a multivariate Kiefer process. 
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This, in combination with Corollary 3.5 in Alexander (1987), yields 
almost surely 
lim sup sup U; (I)/( 1, ( t ) ) 1’2 
n-tm reP 
2 lim sup 
n-+m 
n~sw<* u,(t)ltLl lW2 
< . 
= lim sup n-S<,,,~l I u,t~Mkl I tlP2= (ad+ 1))“‘. sup 
n-ao . 
Hence the proof of Corollary 1.1 is finished. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume p E [0, 00). Then Corollary 1.1 yields 
that for every E > 0 there exists an q > 0 such that almost surely 
lim sup sup U,(t) 
n-m Oslrl<q 4tl~otxP2 
) t 1 ‘I2 
dlim sup sup - U,(t) < (p +E)(d+ 1)“2. (3.12) 
n+cc o~,r,~~4tl~l)~~~l~11’2t2~~)1’2 
From Wichura’s (1973, Theorem 6) functional law of the iterated logarithm 
for U,, we have for every 0 < q < 4, 
lim sup sup U,(t) 
(o( 1 - a))“2 
a.s. (3.13) 
n-m ?J<lfl<l 4wl)t2LP2= sup ‘1 s 0 < l/2 4(a) 
Since the E in (3.12) is arbitrary, combination of (3.12) and (3.13) proves 
that the lim sup in (1.9) is bounded from above by the right side of (1.9) 
almost surely. 
Using (3.13) again, to complete the proof of (1.9) we only have to show 
that for O<p< co, 
lim sup sup U,(t) 
n-00 rEIdq~,t,)(21,)li2~~(~+~)l’2 a23. 
Choose O<E < 1. Then we have by (3.13) and Corollary 1.1 that for all 
small q> 0 almost surely, 
> lim sup 
1 t 1 ‘I2 
04i;~<lYwl) 
U,(t) 
O$fY<, Ill”* WY2 
>,(l-&)p(d+l)? 
n-02 
(3.15) 
Since E is arbitrarily chosen, (3.15) implies (3.14). 
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Let 6 > 0 arbitrary. Taking p = 0 and ‘E = 6(d+ 1) - “’ we see that the 
right side of (3.12) is equal to 6. Using this, in combination with the 
abovementioned functional law of the iterated logarithm for U,, the proof 
of (1.10) can be completed along the same lines as the proof of the 
Theorem in James (1975). 
Finally, we consider the last part of Theorem 1.2. Assume w.1.o.g. 
0 < p < 03. Since for small rj, E > 0, 
sup (a(1-ff))“2<(l--E)p(d+1)1/2, 
o<o<q 4(o) 
we see from (3.15) that almost surely the sequence in (1.10) fails to be 
relatively compact in S?(Zd). 1 
For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let de N and c E (0, co ). Then 
lim sup sup n”*U; (t)/l, = c( 1 - pGd) U.S. (3.16) 
n-m Irl=c/Jn 
The following result in its turn is used in the proof of this proposition. 
INEQUALITY 3.3. Let E E (0, $1 and aE (0, 2). Then we have for 
O<l<n’l’a . . 3 
where C < 00 only depends on d and E. 
The proof is very much the same as 
Mason (1988b) and will be omitted. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Observe 
equivalent with 
that of Lemma 4 in Einmahl and 
that the statement in (3.16) is 
(3.18) 
Hence we can assume w.1.o.g. that c > d, since for c < d almost surely 
liminf min nF,(t)/l,=~fo(l+&)B,,,=O=~B,ld. 
n-m Irl=cf./n 
We begin with proving that c( 1 - BEld) is almost surely an upper bound 
for the left side of (3.16). By the Borel-Cantelli lemma and a maximal 
683/29/2-4 
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inequality (see the proof of Corollary l.l), it is sufficient to show that for 
every small E > 0, CPDk < co, where 
Dk=( sup ~,+,(t)~(l+~)~‘~(l-~)~“~c(l-~~~~)l~~+,/n~’~~) 
I f I s d”,p, 
and nk = [(l + ~/2)~], k~ N. Using Inequality 3.3 we have for large k 
PDk < C(log nkJd- ’ exp( - fc( 1 - Bc$)’ ( 1+ E)~ fnk Ic/( - (1 - p$))) 
= C(log nk)d- ’ exp( - d( 1 + E)* I,,) < C/(log nk)l + “4 (3.19) 
where for the equality the properties of j?cld and $I are used. Recalling the 
definition of nk we see that the last expression in (3.19) is summable in k. 
To complete the proof of the proposition we have to show that cj?,~~ is 
almost surely an upper bound for the left side of (3.18). For d = 1, this is 
proved in Kiefer (1972, Theorem 4); for general d we follow the lines of his 
proof. Let nk = ktd+ ‘jk and for m > n define 
We shall show 
G,, = mF,,, - nF,,. (3.20) 
and 
lim max nkFn,(f) = 0 a.s. (3.21) 
k-m I~l=4k+,lw+i 
lim inf min G n,,nt+,(f)/lnk+,~CB,ld aS’ (3.22) 
k+rrr, I~l=4k+,l~nt~ 
By the BorelXantelli lemma, for a proof of (3.21) we must show that 
nkF,Jt)B 1)~ co. (3.23) 
Write pk = P( 1 X, 1 < cl,,/nk). Then we have 
P( max 
I f I = Cbk + ,h + I 
nkF,,(t)>,l)=l-(l-pk+,~~nkpk+,. 
Using elementary analysis we see that for large k, 
<C*k’d+‘)k .c(logk)(k + l)- (d+lKk+l)(k+ l)d-1 (logk)d-l 
< c2 .c(log Qd k-2, 
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where the finite numbers c, and c2 only depend on d. This completes the 
proof of (3.21). 
We now consider (3.22). Let E > 0 be arbitrary but small. Write 
6= 1 -(l -&)l’d and choose 8, = (1 + o( 1)) 6 such that there exists an 
r=r,,EN with t?;=cl,,/n. For tEZdwrite t=(tl,...,fd)=(tj) and let the 
(half-open) rectangles (sl, t,] x ... x (sd, td] be denoted by R(s, t) or 
simply R. Define now 
and 
s= {R((O;‘“), (B:‘j’-I)): (k(j))~f@] 
ii?“= {R(s, t)~9~: ItI =c$,/n}. 
Observe that for any R(s, r)eS?,, 
~R(s,t)~=(1-8,$‘cZ,/n=(1+o(1))(1-s)cZ,/n (3.24) 
holds, where 1 R 1 denotes the Lebesgue measure of R. Define also 
Y”= {talk: R(s, t)E%nforsomes}. 
For large n we have 
c,(log n)“- l < #Bn = # Fn < c,(log n)d- 1, (3.25) 
where cg, c4 E (0, co) depend only on d and E, cf. Einmahl (1987a, p. 185). 
Finally, extend the definition of F, to rectangles by 
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma we need to prove that ZPA, = co, where 
-4= i,,,=yin 
f nk + ,/“k + 1 
Gnk,.,+,(WK) 
with K = (1 + E) @,I~ I,+, . We easily see 
pA/c>p( min G,,,.,+,(t)<K) 
‘Grnk+l 
2 c P(G,. w+,(t) GK) 
‘EGk+I 
-is ;J P(G,,,.,+,(s),<K;G”,,.,+,(r)~K). 
’ “k+l 
S#f 
(3.26) 
Using Lemma 1 in Kiefer (1972) (see also his Lemma 2 and the “inner 
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class” proof of his Theorem 4 for more details), we obtain for any t E Ynk+, 
that 
for large k and some r] > 0. Combining this with (3.25) we see that the first 
summation on the right side of (3.26) is bounded from below by 
c3(logn,+,)“-’ (lognk+,))d+dqE=c3(logn,+,)-1+dV”. (3.27) 
Recalling that nk = kcd+ ‘jk, we see that this last expression is non-sum- 
mable in k. 
Next we show that the last (double) summation in (3.26) is summable in 
k. Observe that for any distinct s, TV Fak+,, 
P(G nk.nk+,h) GK Gn~,nk+,(t) 64 
WGn,,.,+,{Rs} GK; Gn,,.,+,@,) GKK) 
GP(Gn,,.,+, RI G 4 f’O%~,n~+,{Rtl G 0 (3.28) 
where R, and R, are the rectangles in J%$?~,+, with s and t as upper vertices 
and where the second inequality holds true because of a result in Mallows 
(1968) concerning the “negative dependence” of the components in a 
multinomium. Using (3.24) and applying Lemma 1 in Kiefer (1972) again 
it is immediate that for any R E Snk+, and large k, 
P(G nr-.nk+,(R)dK)d(lognk+l)-d+1’4. 
Combining this with (3.25) and (3.28) we have that the double sum in 
(3.26) is bounded from above by 
~(c4(logn&+,)~-‘)~(logn,+,)~‘-~+1’4’=~c:(logn,+,)-~‘*, (3.29) 
which is summable in k. 
From (3.27) and (3.29) we see that CPAk= CO. Hence, since E>O is 
arbitrary, we have (3.22). Combination of (3.21) and (3.22) completes the 
proof. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Obviously for any c E (0, co), 
n 
sup 
“-“2u,-(t) n”2U,-(t) 
re,d fgt(‘-” y:~& cl-‘f, . 
Hence we have from Proposition 3.1 that the number on the right side in 
(1.12) is almost surely a lower bound for the lim sup there. 
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Next we show that it is also an upper bound almost surely. First observe 
that 
n 
sup 
“-“*u,(t) 
IrlGdlJn c It\‘-” ‘,,,‘::J, I I I C d&,/n 
Let ME (0, co). It is immediate that 
n 
sup 
lrl>MlJn 
Combining this with Corollary 1.1 yields for large enough 44: 
lim sup 
Y-l’*U;(t) 
n-rm ,t,z,.” 1; Itl’-Y 
d ( l/M) “2 - ” (2(d+ l))“*dm~;c’(l +qd) a.s. (3.31) 
Finally, we prove for arbitrary M > d that 
lim sup 
n 
SUP 
“-“‘u,(t) 
a.s. (3.32) 
n --t m  dlJn < I , I s MlJn 1; ItI’-” , 
s y;$ cy( 1 - &dld) 
Choose any integer k 2 1 and set ck = (A4/d)‘lk - 1, c~,~ = d( 1 + Ed)/ and 
Pj, k = cj, kin/n for j = 0, 1, . . . . k - 1. (Cf. Einmahl and Mason, 1988a, 
p. 1629.) Now we have 
n 
SUP 
“-‘W;(t) 
Gk c I f I Q c, + ,.P 1; 1 tl’-” 
n Y-112 
5;qy&y~~,+,k u,-(t) 
n Y- 112 
<- I’p’ suP (u,-(t)+n”*(ci+*,k-~j,k)) 
n /.k ill=c=,,k 
n 
G sup 
“-W,-(t) 
I”p’ + Ekhf’= SUP 
n”*u;(t) + E M 
I f I = F,,k ” J.k I f I = c,.k IJn 
I c!-’ k . 
n J.k 
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Hence, applying Proposition 3.1 again, we have 
lim sup 
n 
sup 
“-“*U;(t) 
G CI; k(l - 8c;kld) + EkMY as. 
n-co q.kal~lGq+1.k c Itll-’ 
So the left side of (3.32) is bounded from above almost surely by 
Observing that ek -+ 0 as k --+ 00 yields (3.32). 
Combination of (3.30)--(3.32) completes the proof of the upper bound 
part. 1 
For convenient reference later on we state the following well known 
FACT 3.2 (Hoeffding, 1963). Let B be a binomial random variable with 
parameters n and p. Then 
P(n-I’* IB-npl BII)<2exp(-21*), A > 0. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. W.1.o.g. we assume that the Yis take values in Zd 
and that F has uniform marginals (and hence is continuous); see Kiefer 
and Wolfowitz (1958) and Kiefer (1961). 
For l/6 E N, yh is the collection of vectors 
{ (k,4 k24 . . . . kdJ ) : kj integer, 0 < kj < l/S for allj d d}. 
Let us also introduce for j < d and 1 < k < l/S (k E N ) the slices 
C,k=(0,1]j-‘x((k-1)6,k~]x(0,1]d-i. 
For arbitrary t E Zd define i, in y8 by 0 d tj- t;._< 6 for all 1 <jG d and 
0 < i- tj< 6 for all 1 <j< d. Note that i< t < i. Now observe that we 
trivially have (in the obvious notation) 
(3.33) 
and 
-u;(t)= -u;(t)- u,F i [o t.1 fj CO i.1 
C-1 ’ ’ \j=, ’ ’ 1’ 
(3.34) 
Combining (3.33) and (3.34) with 
I Wt)l = max(UR(t), - U:(t)), 
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we easily see that 
d 
and hence 
sup I UC(t)1 Gmax I U:(t)1 + 2 max sup - U:(R) 
t.P 
(Cf. also Einmahl and Ruymgaart, 1987b, p. 265.) This yields for 0 < E < 1, 
P(SUP I Wf)l 2 1) Q P’E”,: l U;IF(f)l 2 (1 -&) 1) 
teP 
sup - U;(R) > EL 
O<k<1/6 RcC,,a 
By the inequality in (2.18) in Einmahl (1987b), which is a straight- 
forward extension of the present Inequality 3.1 to rectangles (instead of 
points) and to arbitrary df, we have, since F( Cj, k) = 6, 
max sup - U;(R) 2 E/I 
j=l O<kCl/G RcC,,k 
G i 1 P’;yk- U:(R) 2&i/d) 
j=l O<k$1/6 
< Ci exp( - &‘1’/(4&S)), (3.36) 
where C, = C,(d, 6)~ co and +( .)( > 1) is replaced by 1. Moreover, Fact 
3.2 yields 
P(sup IWt)l>(l-&)A)< 1 P(IU,F((t)l>(l-&)A) 
tsr, 1653-a 
<2(1/6+l)dexp(-2(1-~)2A2). (3.37) 
Choosing l/6 = [8d2/c2] + 1, (3.35~(3.37) yield as an upper bound for the 
left side of (3.35), 
C2 exp( - 2( 1 - E)~ A’), 
where C2 = C,(d, E) < co. Relabeling (1 -c)’ by (1 - E) gives the right side 
of (2.2). 1 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. First consider the case d < c < a~. We assume 
w.1.o.g. that a, = c&,/n. From Proposition 3.1 and a slight modification of 
the proof of Theorem 1.3 it is easily seen that 
lim sup SUP (ItI-~,(t))lltI=1-8~~~ a.s. (3.38) 
n-30 dJn < ) , ) < 1 
Observe that we also have the following trivial event identity for a E (0, 1) 
and A> 1, 
‘m<s;p<l I~I/~~~~~~~J=~~~i;lp,,~I’I-F,~‘~~/l~l~~-~/~~. (3.39) 
. . . . 
Combination of (3.38) and (3.39) yields (2.3) for the abovementioned 
values of c. 
The theorem for 0 < c < d is immediate from the case d < c < co, since 
/Irld = 0 for 0 < c d d. Also the case c = cc follows from d < c < cc as far as 
the upper bound is concerned; the lower bound is trivial. (In fact the 
lim sup is a limit when c = co.) [ 
For the proof of Theorem 2.3 we need a result similar to Proposition 3.1. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let de N and 0 < c < d. Then 
lim inf min nF,(t) = 0 as. 
n + cc 1 II = c/,/n 
Proof. The proof is along the lines of that of the upper bound part of 
(3.18). Write again nk = k (d+l)k. Then it sulIices to show that 
lim max nkFn,(t) = 0 as. (3.40) 
k+ m ItI =~l.~+,/m+~ 
and 
lim inf min G nk,nt+l(f)=O a.s. (3.41) 
k-*m Irl=~ln~+,/nk+~ 
The proof of (3.40) is exactly the same as that of (3.21), since the value of c 
plays no role there. The proof of (3.41) is similar to, but easier than, the 
proof of (3.22) and hence will be omitted for the sake of brevity. 1 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. First we show that d is an upper bound for the 
lim sup in (2.4). Let E > 0. Then Theorem 2.3 yields 
lim sup sup I tllF,(f) = l/8;+, a.s. “-+CX d(l+e)I,/n<ltlLI 
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Since E > 0 we have l/p;+, < 00. This implies 
lim sup sup Itl/(F,(t)Z,)=O as. 
n-+m d(l+E)yn<ltl~l 
We also have, trivially, 
sup I tll(F,(t) L) G 41 + El. 
Itl<d(l+E)Mn 
F”(f) > 0 
Hence 
lim sup sup ItI/(F,(t)I,),<d(l +E) as. 
n-m F”(r)=-0 
Noricing that E > 0 is arbitrary completes this part of the proof. 
To show that d is a lower bound it suffices to prove that 
lim sup nX(2, n)/l, 2 d a.s., (3.42) 
n-cc 
where for 1 < k < n, X(k, n) = SUP,~,(,) < k 1 t ( . Observe that Proposition 3.2 
implies 
lim sup nX( 1, n)/l,, 2 d a.s. (3.43) 
n-co 
But trivially we have X(1, n) d X(2, n), hence (3.43) implies (3.42). This 
completes the proof. 1 
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